Modelling granular pavement materials has a significant role in the pavement design procedure. Modelling can be through an experimental or numerical approach to predict the granular behaviour during cyclic loading. The current design process in Australia is based on linear elastic analysis of layers. The analysis is performed through a well-known program CIRCLY which is applied to model bound pavement material behaviour. The KENLAYER is one of the common pavement software models used for pavement design in the United States which performs non-linear analysis for granular materials. Alternatively, a general Finite Element program such as ABAQUS can be used to model the complicated behaviour of multilayer granular materials. This study is to compare results of numerical modelling with these three programs on two sample pavement models.
Introduction
Design and construction procedures for transportation infrastructure such as road pavements, railway formations, and airfield pavements are aimed at assessing the permanent deformations and or fatigue cracking of the bound or unbound layers. Currently there is a growing trend to use computer software in design and analysis of pavement materials; however, each of these programs has its own specific ability and limitations. These computer programs are manipulated to model (called numerical modeling) the behavior of flexible pavements under certain load conditions. Two different approaches are usual: first approach is using an analytical solution provided from theory of elasticity with calibration factors to match empirically observed behavior while the second approach is implementation of finite element techniques to solve the general equilibrium of the whole layered system.
The advantages of numerical models for designers and researches are that they are considerably cheaper and they provide very rapid computation on standard computers. Moreover, in numerical modeling the full layered pavement system behavior can be observed and investigated.
Review of Linear Elastic Computer Programs: CIRCLY 5.0 and KENLAYER
Based on linear elastic theory, an analytical solution of a layered semi-infinite half-space can be calculated. The assumptions are that stress-strain behavior is linear elastic and the pavement domain has no limit in horizontal direction. In vertical direction there is a horizontal stress-free surface at top of the medium while the bottom is extended to infinite depth.
Two well-accepted pavement design programs, KENLAYER and CIRCLY, calculate pavement system responses (stress, strain, deformation, etc.) based on elastic theory.
The KENLAYER Computer Program ( [1] , [2] ) is an accepted computer program which can model pavement layers as linear elastic, nonlinear elastic or as Mohr-Coulomb elastoplastic materials. The main core of KENLAYER is the solution for an elastic multilayer system under a circular loaded area.
The KENLAYER Computer Program can only be used to analyze flexible pavements with no joints. This program can use the superposition principle for multiple wheels. It can also use an iterative technique to solve non-linear problems ( [3] ) .
D.S Gedafa [3] used KENLAYER and HDM-4 to analyze flexible pavement performance. In this study these two computer programs have been compared. It is concluded that KENLAYER is can be more easily applied to performance analysis while HDM-4 is a more powerful tool in the field of strategic analysis.
CIRCLY ([4] ) is a computer program for pavement design and can be applied to material analysis. It can model materials either isotropic or anisotropic. The load is considered as the tyre pressure uniformly distributed over a circular area. The analysis is assumed to be under static condition and the superposition principle is valid.
CIRCLY is known to be generated in the Division of Applied Geomechanics of Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) of Australia. In 1987, the National Association of Australian State Road Authorities (NAASRA) included CRICLY in the Guide to Structural Design of Pavements."Guide to Structural Design of Pavements" has based on the that and then it is used by AUSTROADS (known before as NAASRA) in 1992 and 2004 ( [5] ).
One of the referred studies in which an interesting comparison has been presented was undertaken by Ullidtz [6] . In this paper six pavement programs including CIRCLY and KENLAYER were compared against measured field data. Field data was collected from three full scale pavement projects from CEDEX in Spain, DTU in Denmark and LAVOC in Switzerland.
A review of the mechanistic design approach in pavement design was undertaken by Wardle et al. [7] . According to Wardle "Unbound layers should be "sub-layered" in order to better model their non-linear response". In this study CIRCLY is manipulated to calculate the vertical strain for 4 and 20 ton wheel loads and the result plotted at varying depths in the pavement.
Hadi and Symons [8] have compared results of the CIRCLY program with a finite element model constructed in MSC/NASTRAN and STRAND. According to their study, CIRCLY resulted in a lower number of allowable repetitions based on Austroads recommended loading. Tutumluer [9] compared the results of pavement modeling through finite element program GT-PAVE and CIRCLY for a cross anisotropic model. In this study, the two programs were used to calculate the elastic response of layered pavement system. Although both of these programs are based on an analytical solution, they are unable to produce "the exact" results. The reason is that in both programs, the calculation approach is numerical and there is a level of approximation in each.
Review of Abaqus Application in Flexible Pavement Modeling
Advancing technology in computers is making it more attractive for engineers to use advanced computational methods instead of analytical solutions previously limited by computer power. One of the most accepted methods among the available options is the finite element method (FEM). The main advantage of FEM-based programs is their ability to model various types of mechanical loadings and behaviors in a two or three dimensional medium.
The ABAQUS program, a general purpose FEM program, has been used to model layered flexible pavement systems. Zaghloul and White [10] used ABAQUS to model the three dimensional behavior of a pavement layered system under dynamic loading. Mallela and George [11] , Uddin and Pan [12] and Cho et al. [13] also employed ABAQUS in three dimensional pavement models. Kim and Tutumluer ([14] , [15] and [16] ) have used ABAQUS in their study on modeling the nonlinear behavior of the stress-dependent pavement foundation (subgrade).
Vuong [17] has investigated the effect of repeated loading on pavement granular materials. In this study a nonlinear finite element has been used to predict the stress-strain response of the pavement system. Many loading conditions, including single, tandem, tri and quad axle have been chosen to validate the finite element analysis results.
Bodhinayake [5] has used the ABAQUS to model nonlinearity in subgrade soil while other pavement layers has been modeled as a linear elastic material.
In the current study the ABAQUS software package is used to determine its capacity and compare the output with the KENLAYER and CIRCLY programs.
Numerical Modeling
While there is a traditional inclination towards laboratory and field tests in pavement engineering, recently the numerical modeling option has attracted many researchers. Duncan et al. [18] first used the finite element approach in flexible pavements analysis. Huang [19] calculated stresses and displacements in nonlinear soil through finite element modeling. Since then many authors have used numerical modeling to calculate induced damage in pavement layers, including the asphalt layer, base and subgrade.
This research is following two main purposes. First is to compare three different programs which use different approaches to predict the behavior of pavement materials. To do so three well-known programs which are: KENLAYER, CIRCLY and ABAQUS are manipulated to construct first sample layered pavement system. A fixed geometry and load condition is chosen for analysis. This step can show the validation of linear finite element model.
Second purpose is to introduce a new method to calculate the nonlinear behavior of granular materials (mainly base and subgrade) used in flexible layered system. This has been done through constructing the second model in ABAQUS. Both linear and nonlinear analyses are executed on this second model and the results are presented and compared.
Linear Model: Methodology and Characteristics
A sample section of a layered pavement with same thickness, geometry and loading characteristics is modeled in the aforementioned programs. Fig. 1 illustrates the geometry of the modeled pavement.
The material properties of the first model are listed in Table 1 . All layers are assumed to behave linear elastically under a 0.75 MPa pressure loading, which is applied over a circular area of 92mm radius. This is taken as a circular representation of the tyre pressure in the AUSTROADS method employed in CIRCLY ( [20] ). 
where:
σ is the normal stress along the axes. ε is the normal strain along the axes. E is the elastic modulus of the materials. ν is the Poisson ratio.
However, in this study the models are constructed and analyzed in two dimensional axisymmetric conditions. When axisymmetric conditions are applied, the full three-dimensional equation can be reduced to Eq. 2:
 r is the radial stress.  z is the vertical stress.  r is the radial strain.  z is the vertical strain. E is the elastic modulus of the materials. ν is the Poisson ratio.
For layered pavement systems, multi-layer elastic theory is applied where the pavement system is considered as horizontally infinite layers. These layers are of determined thickness in the vertical direction. In pavement analysis it is also usual to consider the last layer (subgrade) as a vertically infinite layer. Therefore, the whole system is modeled as multi-layered semi-infinite half space. The other assumption applied in the elastic model used in CIRCLY and KENLAYER is a full friction condition between two consecutive layers. Finally, the surface of pavement system is considered as a frictionless layer causing no shear stress ( [5] ).
While CIRCLY and KENLAYER use an analytical equation for multi-layered half space medium to simulate the actual condition of pavement structure, the finite element approach tries to predict the mechanical response of the system through solving by equilibrium of forces. The assumption here is that the model should satisfy continuity of medium (no crack is modeled).
Although this method of modeling is more difficult, it has the advantage to model various types of loading conditions, geometry and material behavior. This capacity is implemented in ABAQUS program very effectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the geometry of FEM model. The material properties are the same as listed in Table 1 . However the geometry of the model in ABAQUS cannot be the same as CIRCLY and KENLAYER because the horizontal and vertical dimension must be finite. To overcome this problem Duncan et al. [18] suggested a dimension of 50-times R (loading radius) in vertical and 12-times R in horizontal direction. Kim and Tutumluer [16] found a good agreement between results of the FE analysis and KENLAYER when the model dimension is 140-times R in vertical and 20-times R in horizontal direction. In this study, after several trial runs, the final dimension of model has been selected as 55 times R in horizontal direction and 109 times R in vertical direction. The first step of the analysis is performed to verify the finite element model can generate the close to the same value as the elastic solution given the same assumptions against the elastic solution models. The results of surface deflections calculated by each model are presented in Fig. 4 . Whilst an acceptable agreement is observed, the surface deflection determined by ABAQUS is less than what is determined by KENLAYER and CIRCLY. It can be interpreted that the finite element mesh is behaving slightly "stiffer" than the analytical solution.
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Nonlinear Model: Methodology and Characteristics
Flexible pavement is one of the usual pavement structure used in WA. This makes it important to correctly analysis and model the behavior of this type of pavement. So far it has been a common trend to use linear elastic theory to model to analyze such a pavement, however, many research and studies has shown that the linear assumption is not fully representative of this type of pavement system.
There have been laboratory and field studies on the nonlinear behavior of granular materials used as base and subgrade in the flexible pavement ( [22] , [23] , [24] and [25] ).
The concept of resilient modulus has been developed to somehow account for this nonlinear behavior. Resilient modulus can be defined as the ratio between deviator stress and recoverable strain.
Here, nonlinear behavior means the change of materials elastic modulus according to the state of the stresses induced in the same material. One of the well-known equations to account for unbound granular materials nonlinearity is the Uzan [22] equation. In the axisymmetric condition (which is of interest of this paper) the Uzan [22] equation can be written as:
where under axisymmetric assumption, the parameters are: I = First invariant of stress tensor =  1 + 2 2  d =  1 - 2 P 0 = Unit pressure (to make the equation dimensionally acceptable)K 1 ,K 2 and K 3 
are materials parameters from laboratory test results
This equation can represent the hardening behavior of granular materials usually seen in the base layer. For the subgrade soil, which consists of fine grain soil, a bilinear model of Thompson and Robnett [26] is one the most acceptable models. This bilinear equation models the softening behavior of fine grain subgrade and can be written as follow: (4) where: K 1 ,K 2 ,K 3 and K 4 are materials parameters from laboratory test results To implement a nonlinear analysis in this paper, a very simple and effective method has been applied. In this method the tyre load is equally divided and cumulatively applied in incremental steps. In each step, the stress state in base and subgrade layer is calculated separately. Having determined the stress of each layers in each step, then Eq. 3 and 4 are applied to calculate resilient modulus of layers in different depths. The average of this resilient modulus in each layer has been picked as the representative modulus of the layer during the next step. The procedure is continued until the full load of tyre has been applied and the results are calculated.
It is noted that this procedure is common among geotechnical engineers; however, there is no scholarly report using such a technique in the numerical analysis of pavements.
In the second part of this study, the second model is constructed in the ABAQUS program and for this new model both linear and nonlinear analyses are executed. Tables 2 and 3 illustrates the materials properties used for the second analysis. Here the same material characteristics and pavement layers used by Kim and Tutumluer [16] are chosen and results of the analysis are compared to their results. A uniform loading pressure of 551 KPa applied over a 152 mm circular area. This loading, is divided and then accumulatively applied over five subsequent steps. Except the materials characteristics and layer thickness, all the other properties in the second model are the same as the first model (Type of elements, boundary conditions and static loading). As the stress state is gradually increased, the nonlinear resilient moduli for the base and subgrade layers are produced. The base is modeled to show hardening behavior while subgrade has a softening trend which is characteristics of fine grain soils. This can be seen in Fig. 6 . Here resilient modulus of the base and subgrade layers are calculated according to Eq.s 3 and 4 respectively.
Finally, Table 4 demonstrates the comparison of critical pavement responses between linear and nonlinear analysis. These are surface deflection of the asphalt layer beneath the loading, horizontal strain at the bottom of asphalt layer and vertical strain at the top of the subgrade. The results of [16] for the nonlinear analysis of the same model are represented as well.
It is apparent that nonlinear analysis results in larger deformation and strains. This especially has an effect in the mechanistic design of the pavement layers. According to this analysis an increase of 6% in the surface deflection is calculated. Tensile strain at the bottom of asphalt layer shows a more severe increase (33%). Finally the vertical strain at the top of subgrade has increased by 6%. [16] have reported a 4% increase for the surface deflection, 13% increase for the horizontal strain at the bottom of asphalt layer and 0.4% increase for the vertical strain at the top of subgrade. 
Summary
Two systems of layered flexible pavements have been constructed. The first model is analyzed through KENLAYER, CIRCLY and ABAQUS. While the first two of these programs use the elastic theory the ABAQUS program uses the finite element technique. Then the second model is constructed in ABAQUS and analyzed through linear elastic and nonlinear elastic assumptions. A simple methodology has been applied through which loading is divided in 5 subsequent steps and the resilient modulus of each step has been calculated according to stress state of the layer. Results show a larger deformation, larger tensile strain at the bottom of asphalt layer and larger vertical strain at the top of subgrade. The maximum of 33% difference has been calculated for the horizontal strain at the asphalt layer.
